Throat Chakra

Mesmerize, Seduce and Influence With Your Words

mindpersuasion.com
Instructions

Listen with headphones and eyes closed. Visualize any situation where you are incredibly mesmerizing and seductive with your words.

Tips for Success

Keep a daily journal and record any objective evidence that you are becoming more persuasive and seductive. Write down any comments made by others.

Please visit our forum to share your successes, or to ask any questions:

mindpersuasion.net
**Affirmations**

I have powerful communication skills

I have powerful skills of expression

my voice is mesmerizing

my ideas are mesmerizing

my voice is magnetic

my ideas are magnetic

I am eloquent

I am persuasive

I am convincing

I am elegant

I am engaging

people love listening to me speak

people love listening to my ideas

people love hearing my voice

people are mesmerized by my voice

my voice is seductive and pleasing
my voice is hypnotic and mesmerizing
my voice makes people feel wonderful
my voice makes people feel happy
my voice leads people to happiness
my voice leads people to joy
my voice inspires people
my message inspires people
my voice leads people
my message leads people
my voice seduces people
my message seduces people
people fall into an obedient trance when they hear my voice
people eagerly fall into a deep trance when they hear my voice
my voice creates deep feelings of bliss in others
my voice creates deep feelings of desire in others
my voice creates deep feelings of yearning in others
my voice creates deep feelings of love in others
my voice elicits obedience and love
my ideas elicit obedience and love
my voice elicits attraction and desire
my ideas elicit attraction and desire
I have a powerful vocabulary
I have an amazing vocabulary
I use words with elegance and charm
I use words with elegance and persuasion
I use words with persuasiveness and energy
my voice has energy and power
my voice has dominance and grace
my voice is melodic and pleasing
my voice tone is perfect for the occasion
I can mesmerize kings and queens with my voice
I can mesmerize leaders of nations with my voice
I can seduce kings and queens with my voice
I can seduce leaders of nations with my voice
kings and queens naturally follow my voice
world leaders naturally follow my voice
my voice is filled with angelic beauty and power
my voice is filled with grace and understanding
my voice is filled with universal energy
my voice is powered by universal attraction
my voice is a seducer of men and women
You have powerful communication skills
You have powerful skills of expression
your voice is mesmerizing
your ideas are mesmerizing
your voice is magnetic
your ideas are magnetic
You are eloquent
You are persuasive
You are convincing
You are elegant
You are engaging
people love listening to you speak
people love listening to your ideas
people love hearing your voice
people are mesmerized by your voice
your voice is seductive and pleasing
your voice is hypnotic and mesmerizing
your voice makes people feel wonderful
your voice makes people feel happy
your voice leads people to happiness
your voice leads people to joy
your voice inspires people
your message inspires people
your voice leads people
your message leads people
your voice seduces people
your message seduces people

people fall into an obedient trance when they hear your voice

people eagerly fall into a deep trance when they hear your voice

your voice creates deep feelings of bliss in others

your voice creates deep feelings of desire in others

your voice creates deep feelings of yearning in others

your voice creates deep feelings of love in others

your voice elicits obedience and love

your ideas elicit obedience and love

your voice elicits attraction and desire

your ideas elicit attraction and desire

You have a powerful vocabulary

You have an amazing vocabulary

You use words with elegance and charm

You use words with elegance and persuasiveness

You use words with persuasiveness and energy
your voice has energy and power
your voice has dominance and grace
your voice is melodic and pleasing
your voice tone is perfect for the occasion
You can mesmerize kings and queens with your voice
You can mesmerize leaders of nations with your voice
You can seduce kings and queens with your voice
You can seduce leaders of nations with your voice
kings and queens naturally follow your voice
world leaders naturally follow your voice
your voice is filled with angelic beauty and power
your voice is filled with grace and understanding
your voice is filled with universal energy
your voice is powered by universal attraction
your voice is a seducer of men and women